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'The move post the Spinning Top formation along with the
reversion of the RSI from the overbought zone warrants
towards the termination of momentum. The immediate
resistance ahead of the event stands around 8740 (78.6%
retracement of the previous weekly wave) while a breach
below its previous daily swing low around 8500 could
distort the bullish sequence. Hence we expect the index
to remain within the range in the coming sessions ahead.

Sector  Outlook

ENERGY POSITIVE

AUTO NEUTRAL

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY : Nifty Long Strangle

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
30 MAR 8700 CE Buy 1 149 149

30 MAR 8500 PE Buy 1 150 150

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

8584 8560 8500 8640 8740

3 Indian markets saw marginal correction ahead
of the budget. The large part of correction was
on back of declines in software stocks on con-
cern over implications on H1B V isa policy
changes. Results continue to be mixed. Eco-
nomic survey called for a bold and reform ori-
ented budget. The general expectation is of a
budget which would boost consumption and in-
vestment, counter the negative effects of de-
monetization, and reduce taxation. Other expec-
tations are on strategic disinvestment, oil cess,
and fertilizer sector. Overall Nifty is expected to
see supports around 8500/8540 levels. The broad
bias continues to be positive.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 9000 5576250 1055325

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 20000 569640 54040

Bank Nifty 02-Feb 20000 542960 72360

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 8400 4871025 972675

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 19500 468520 -2120

Bank Nifty 02-Feb 19000 438280 128240

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target Profit: Rs.5000  SL: Rs.2500

Scrip Reco CMP SL Target

HERO MOTO BUY 3172 3140 3240

Trading Idea - Cash & Future

GMM Interim Dividend - INR - 0.70
HCLTECH Interim Dividend - INR - 6.00
RBL Interim Dividend - INR - 6.00

IBREALEST, JINDALSTEL

Corporate Action:

Security in Ban period:

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

68.06 67.70 67.40 68.00 68.35

The pair is likely to trade in a lower range between intraday
resistance at 68.00 and supports at 67.70-67.40 zone.
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Derivatives Idea

Buy 1 Lot 8700 CE
Buy 1 Lot 8500 PE

3 Nifty is in Long- Long unwinding Cycle
3 Considering expected rise in volatility on

budget day, Long strangle for march series is
recommended

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future -320 Unwinding

Index Options 500 Put long

Stock Futures -996 Long

Major Price %  Change Major OI %  Change

FII F&O

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII -533 -1465 -12047

DII 237 5222 40585

Trading Calls

   CMP INR 3172

   Target INR 3240

3 'The pattern on the daily scale resembles a 'Ris-
ing Three' formation & provides a favourable
reward to risk opportunity for trading longs for
the day

3 Trading longs could be initiated with a stop be-
low 3140 for an upside upto 3240

Buy

HERO MOTO

Long Strangle

Nifty
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

INDIA IT: BILL INTRODUCED - PROBABLE MEDIAN WAGE MAY RISE TO 130k USD!!

3 Coping with it - [1] hiring of fresh and senior local talent at the cost of onsite utilization and [2] attempting to move more work offshore.

3 Yet just a bill; if however made into a law - would result in significant cut in earnings
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3 NSE USDINR (Feb. contract) traded in a small range between support near 68

(38.2% retracement support) and intraday resistance near 68.15 in yesterday's

session before closing at 68.06

3 However, the pair later broke the broad range of  68-68.40 on the downside in

DGCX to fall towards the next best support close to 67.70 (50% retracement

support)

3 The pair is now expected to trade lower facing resistance near 68 and a fall

towards the 8th December low near 67.40 level looks likely.

3 Selling on rallies is thus advised as long as below 68

Currency Ideas

USDINR EURINR

3 NSE EURINR (Feb. contract) traded in an extremely tight range between 72.80-

73 before closing flat near 72.96, forming a 'Doji' in the process.

3 The pair is now expected to open slightly higher and continue its recent up-

ward trend.

3 Short-term supports are seen at 72.50-72.20 and any dip towards the same

would provide a buying opportunity.

3 Higher resistances are seen at 73.25-73.50 levels
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